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ABSTRACT

ýu,,-inci track-s in the stmosphere are identified

'-j.I t:,ir surface meteoroloqgcal parameters are specified.

"* '-.,•-,n .z.as.e * .tudies are presented with satellite imagerv.

.-. i,. ,sc2. ,h aand sur±ace rieteoroloqicai parameters.

"te "environment" im derived from reported surface

,, croLo.qI cai parameters and is compared with climatologi-

_.. - 1 .ntionn of the region, showing that signit icant

7, J; , ,Is :,7:,i, normal conditions, do not occur. No clear

-, .t :.r z n zh,• sr-h•n is suggested in a relationship between

:.. V. 1,Q•,. un, and separation distance of ship and ship

, ' I :ýic t no a complex relationnhip of generation

t;.c.!xilm.. VAIthoLgh a 1lmited study, a firm foundation is

.!'i Llace Tor further research into ship track genesis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

-ri " traks z ,ere first observed by Conover in 1965.

, presents background and possible explanations

L-r o se:\'ed "anomalous cloud lines". While cataloging

.,ot-c weaLther in the vicinity of ship tracks, Conover

Aund t.wo Thipo that closely matched the position of ob-

.red V Jiud lines. He went on to identify the surface

t.,_l=i i'cal parameters of these two ships. Although the

-.:3T. auriace meteorological parameters are reported on in

Lhe.-:-... the approach is different. Instead of looking

o-,,atht=r repor ts in the area of a ship track, this thesis

•,•cif•cali'• identifies the platform generating the ship

its surface meteorological parameters.

The ,ritent of this thesis is to confirm ship and ship

..k ,coexistence and to identify the surface meteorological

.ala,•,eteis in the presence of a ship track. To this end.

tL.ltet-n zase studies of surface weather reports from iden-

ulz=c •Aip tracks are presented and evaluated.

.ele are many teasons to study the surface meteorological

I'! c4 ship tracks. However. two stand out as sig-

•,.icant. First. the effect of clouds in the earth's radia-

u,, budget iz quite important. By further understanding

LE- ,urxace meteorological parameters that can alter cloud

1



L atJIi.t vf ,:roper t ieý., radiation budget models would be

Lbt. te i alIe t,&-• predict *lreas oi incr eased reiiectivity

3ec-.:in1y. anAd hn. less important, is the identification of

:=,. sui ace meteorologqcal parameters which would lead to

E,•i-I E-erz-t'un of ship tracks. ThLis has obvious tactical

.icatIn•s, Which will not be discussed in this thesis.

c,,i j" et al. (i987.), shows that cloud condensation

;uc'-ie• • front ship exhaust increases numbers of droplets

* ,_J _ ,-:.Pnsisternt with a decrease in droplet size. Hindman

, ~9 . ai.c, describes the contribution of both the ship's

S....:.tUn w.I-;e fair wake) and plume dynamics in the perturba-

I the matine boundary layer. Cook and Chaddock (1964)

,A•,.t - wind tunnel tests that showed significant turbu-

irci' _tern of an underway ship.

The resultant dip in droplet size yields an increase in

:',••,itivity at 3.7 microns (channel 3 of the NOAA series

The downward shift in droplet size and the

":-r-.e ir, channel 3 reflectivity have been observed (Fiq.

aid is well documented (Twomey. 1977: Coakley et. al,

.:7: k9 et. di., 199al. It iz this change in channel 3

12l .1ctiv'ty that makes the ship track identifiable front the

cf: .leU, t -azkqround cloud.

I IL,,u_ -h s-hip tracKQ have been observed in many areas

wc~rldwiae 'Salvato. 1992,. this thesis specifically studies

Qip trjizcs in the Pacific Ocean off the west coast of the
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Fig. 1. Channel 3 reflectance vs. droplet size: (after
Mineart. 1966)

Ur,2ted States. Ship tracks were objectively located in

n,-- anc k.CA-lC AVHF. F oats. Trie period of study was 29

JunEr-18 July 19C7 . By utilizing an archive of ship weather

repozts, which was obtained from Fleet Numerical Occenogra-

phy Center. ship tracks were matched to the position report-

ed in their respective synoptic observations. These ship

tracks were further identified by utilizing various shipping

datatases (Bluth. 1992).

Following a brief procedural discussion, thirteen cases

,..ill be presented. Each case study will include a synoptic

overview of the eastern Pacific region, a listing of the

pertinent surface meteorological parameters reported by the

3



i-r lp, and a comparative discussion of the shiptrack's ap-

c~%antrce in the image relative to the reported and derived

p,•t •.eters. Finally, conclusions and recommendations will

L- p~esented and will include parameter value ranges, possi-

L • er•,rs, and distance difference statistics, as well as

L.•ibke future research directions.

4



II. PROCEDURES

" " c-_de zc, iaer1tity the surface meteoroloqic-i

- ,- .s trac• s involved two maior steps. The

rt r '.• to oonectively analyze satellite overpasses

. .. , tra,. The next step was establishing the

*4* t..E~ . ,_i e z•,-ip Lv colc-cat±ng the ship track with the

I .:tI- !. c,,bited xn a synoptic observation.

A. SATELLITE DATA

1. The Satellite

-:e- ,teillite utiized was the NOAA series of polar

I- , 1 - ically NOAA-9 and NOAA-ie. Both f ly in a

i c.- ,lcr,, us orbit at an altitude of ••5, miles. This

1: i .j.t ,ri crt ±ves the possibility of coverage in the area

ir.,m• a sL ±,_,ul times daily.

2. The Sensor

"The NOAA satellites utilize the Advanced Very High

I .:'lut ir R'adiometer (AVHRP) to collect radiance data in

-- •-•.±•±ezent wavebands kchannels). The channels of inter-

. ,:,r z,. h- thesis were channel 1 (visible. .58.-.68. mi-

Lr.•-.: • nl cT,3nnel (near infrared. 3.55-1.93 microns_.

, .:,utilfl cf the AVHRR instrument is I km by 1 km at

5



3. Processing

•'_cIi,• wai- perior i ed a t trie U . .1. WNa v a! Potgr-ad-I

, ' ir~teractive £igqital Environmental AnalysiS

,E:-. L-tboratory. Each case study was originally derived

- r. .un ov.prass of NOAA-9 or NOAA-10 AVHRR data. Each

.c.anri1 _ overview was inspected visually to identify ship-

ztra1:. in• the imaqe. When a candidate ship track was found,

r K -, 5,12 km subscene was generated. The final proc-

,Ls inc.,Z step was the "real mapping" of the ship track area

u uLai y a L decgree by t degjree aiea centered on the ship

S;:< Y - l•r!Lere~tw). This real mapping placed the image on a

J.c:rcjox projection.

B. SURFACE METEOROLOGICAL DATA

Ficet Numerical Oceanography Center. Monterey. California

, maintains an active archive of ship synoptic weather

"ti:ortso. A subset of this archive was produced and utilized

,n tle identification of ship tracks.

Once candidate ship tracks were located in each satellite

: verpass. the position reported by each ship in its synoptic

was utilized to find a platform that corresponded to

a ndcia.d date ship track. The next step was to quality

:*hLck the identification by matching the overpass ship track

i_*,zltIc-r1 with the extrapolated ship position. This was

acco.mplished by utilizing its synoptic location along with

:t>, ou and speed. Once the identity (call sign) was

t.



::÷terrr'ed then the £ollowing surface meteorolocgicaI parame-

rs ,-c, uIJ be id-,ntified for that ship track:

Total cloud cover in octas
Reported True Wind
Relative Wind
Reported Course and Speed
Sea Level Pressure in millibars
?.ir Temperature in Centigrade
fDewpoint Temperature in Centigrade
Water Temperature in Centigrade
Low Cloud Cover and Type

b.- tilizirng the course and speed along with reported true

• r:d. the relative wind (apparent wind) is found with a

tz;.pi• vector reiation. Ship motion and winds are depicted

,; •z in acte in the following msnner:

-- L, rection of ship motion o

-- True wind direction -
-- JPei3ative wind direction

T,•L area that is most likely to contain errors within

--his ly is, are the meteorological observations. Mer-

*-h:nt ships do not earn their money taking observations.

~peclficaliy. sea surface temperatures are normally injec-

trlon temperatures taken anywhere from ten to thirty feet

be!,:w the surface, depending on the draft of the ship.

,. a, ir tewrperature -and dewpoint are not measured with the

n I I-±z aczcuracy needed for a rigorous study. However.

this "-eneral" data will give a representative picture of

ti• r-J track environment. Also the positions reported at

7



'-utIc Ct±n e bl y iDt be h.Lglry I czuratE. However, tris

.Iz probably within 10 nautical miles of truth, and

•_.Ii1j nr-,t impact identification.

6



I1I. CASE STUDIES

As. ;reviousiy discussed, each ship track was objectively

ic,' --D in NCi.A-9 and NOAA-I0 overpasses. These candidate

.-;L.~ tlacks were ne-.:t compared with positions reported in

-r-c.n.t-,. ondition reports. After a quality check• was

. identiiication of the ship track was complete

•<:r-.: aui1 �of surface meteorological conditions can take

A. 3EMB4

"ri.r 1 .p r:EMBH was observed in an overpass of NOAA-10 at

•5>, 'v :5¢ local) on 30 June 1987 (Fig. 2). Fig. 3 shows

'-?,,pta .iv i at this time an intensifying upper-level

.�.� .1, w.aý located off of Oregon and California. The sub-

:,,l. I.i high was located near 150W, while its southern lobe

~.:.:tci- to ba ja. The high coupled with a strong thermal

L,_,w inlan•d, produced northwesterly winds throughout the area

• inter•t .Kit:oesel, et al., 1986). The synoptic report by

;L-.: at J.80Z' (1100 local) showed the following surface

*t~ •..r:l I,, -ic i parameters:



Fig. 2. Channel 3 imagery showing 3EMB4: 1550Z on 30 June
1987.
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octas total cover
True wind 33o/e
Relative wind 5 deg Eitbd 25 kts
C/S 315/15
1014.7 mb
17C Ta
12C Td
2iC Tw
8 cctas St

ThIe cirociio of the ship track matches well with the

•L.airive wind direction and the analysis in fig. 2. Also

t.e Ashiptrack is located in an area of stratus within the

-.1 e. wi-ich ,. reported by the ship. The position of the

in this image is 38.17N 128.88W. while the posi-

2 , -rved from 3EMB4's synoptic reports is 36.12N

±-i.u::s. 'Tis. difterence in positions is approximately 8.92

i.�t�icca niles. The identity of 3EMB4 has yet to be deter-

i;.±u.~ed irc' shipping databases.

B. 3ELT3

7ne snip 3ELT3 was observed irn an overpass of NOAA-10 at

t5_ i •829 local) on I July 1987 (Fig. 4). Fig. 5 shows

:•vn:r-.ticily, at this time in response to the intensifying

ujp.#r-l.e'ei trough a small surface trough developed at 36N

- W •ith the _ontinued intensification of the inland

ierm•'- iow, strong northwest winds continued throughout the

aL4.-e of interest (Kloesel. et al., 1988). The synoptic

ep_-rt by 3ELTS at 18007 (1100 local) showed the following

suri-±2e meteorological parameters:

12



Fig. 4. Channel 3 imagery showing 3ELT3: 1529Z on 1 July
1987.
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E c'ct.is total cover
True wind 030/ 10

Relative wind 2-5 deg port 15 kt6
0/S iC. .15
l'017.5 mb

2 1,7 Ta
16C Td
"2•kC Tw
E, octas Sc

Tre d rec tion oi trie ship track matches well with the

:Iativet wind direction and the analysis in fig. 4. Also

tr -Lhaptrack is located in an area of stratus within the

ik -.1E0 which is reported by the ship. The position of the

t rr tra-ck in this image is 26.12N 118.49W. while the

.iin derived from 3ELT2"s synoptic reports is 27.95N

:....,. T.i's difference in positions is approximately

4.Li iuticai miles. The identity of 3ELT3 has been deter-

11,,iIed to be the Merchant Vessel Diamond Highway. This

*.'eae i.• a large roll-on roll-off (ROrýO) car carrier that

Spowr.e.d by aiiesel engines.

C. KSFK

Th.. ship KSFK was observed in two successive overpasses.

[,-L irit observation was in an overpass of NOAA-10 at 16472

*, & oai; onr July 19,7 (Fig. I). Fig. 7 shows synopti-

. =t tnis time trhe small surface trough dissipated

v.±i tr the southern lobe of the subtropical high spread

t,ýt. Winds became more northerly on this day (Kloesel, et

5i. 19'$f,. The surface meteorological parameters reported

15
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"r 1l-',Ot iu000 iocal) by a nearby (approximately 15 nautical

"'--ather buoy whei. .a•s followE:

True wind 350/5
Relative wind lh deg port 10 kts
C/S 145,/15
l'eMs.1 Mr.
il$C, Ta

12C Tw

,_: d ,. .,* not becgin to send out synoptic reports until

-c" ,'-.Ac0 local) 4 July 1967. Ship locations prior to

, 'e cl-tained from shipping databases (Bluth. 1992).

T.-. -_t of of trie ship track matches well with the rela-

• r direction and the analysis in fig. 6. The posi-

"r . the ship traclk in this image is 40.79N 125.49W while

SS, t•i iC•.o derived from shipping databases is 40.73N

4_"A .. This ditference in positions is approximately 4. .3

cs j~z1 MilesQ.

" "T, ecornd observation of KSFK was in an overpass of

.LQ -it 1t,'o42 t9(-114 local) 4 July 1987 (Fig.8). Fig. 9

.7r1_,4.z sncptically. the axis of the upper-level trough

_ the coast. The surface trough reached the coast of

-1i ,..,ri or nd Washington, while the subtropical high moved

J .'-... The continued intense thermal low over Mexico

-in- mc ztrong and northerly throughout the area of

.1't_-%Lst O[loesel. et al., 198E'. The synoptic report by

-I- l.t •Z (1000 local) showed the following surface

, _.:,.io, cal parameters:
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octas total cover

Tru- wind 320/15
Relative wind 0 kts
CI'S 145/15
1016.9 mb
21C Ta
i5C Td
17C Tw
7 octas St

Thie ,,rection of the ship track matches well with the

•_iti:.' wind direction, in this case the ambient wind is

Sc. own,ri tne ship track "ahead" of the ship (Fig. 8). Also

t.,e •ipt~acJK is located in an area of stratus within the

:Ii4e0 'r~ich is reported in by the ship. The position of

- traclk in this image is 30.98N 118.39W while the

,. , er ived f ron KSFK's synoptic reports is 31.ON

. This difference in positions is approximately 5.53

:.sauticu± ;,ilea. The identity of KSFK has been determined to

i- the Merchant Vessel Keystone Canyon. This vessel is an

.*- L tan,,er that uses qeared steam turbine engines for pro-

t Ii :11

D. NLVS

TIe ship NLVS was observed in an overpass of NOAA-10 at

i:-7? (( I- , local on 2 July 1987 (Fig.10). Fig. 11 shows

Vr:1r 1-Lic.1i,7 . at this time the small surface trough dissi-

,u whle thre soutnern lobe of the subtropical high spread

1 --, itL. W._ra1s became more northerly on this day (Kloesel. et

i . I ,;_-2 1

21



Fig. 10. Channel 3 Imagery showing NLVS: 16472 on 2 July
1987.
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"TLe ivn,-.ctiz report by NLVS at I600iZ (100(0 local) showed the

-swig surface nEteorological parameters:

8 octas total cover
True wind 010/4
Relative wind 10 deg port 10 Ifts
C/3 180/15
1015.5 mb
14C Ta
No Td reported
14, Tw
8 octas low Cu

h.Ie direction of the ship track matches well with the

1'l-.LitVe wind directior and the analysis in fig. 10. Also

tne £•ptrac-, is located near an area of low cumulus within

t .iLmag:e, which is reported by the ship. The position of

~:t,. sl.E.p Lrack in this image is 40.91N 125.48W while the

..z:.•IiD derived from NLVS's synoptic reports is 41.14N

, This difference in positions is approximately

:.8,'- nautical miles. The identity of NLVS is the Coast

j~rd_•'Jutter Rush. This vessel utilizes both gas turbines

:n-. dieael engines for propulsion.

E. 3ERV

Th_ ship 3ERV was observed in an overpass of NOAA-10 at

t(11 ,4 locai) on 4 July 1987 (Fig. 12). Fig. 13 shows

.xicti'caliy. the axis of the upper-level trough reached the

t The surface trough reached the coast of Oregon and

•'a h i nft.-,n, while the subtropical high moved eastward. The

con-tinued intense thermal low over Mexico kept winds strong

24
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Fig. 12. Channel 3 Imagery showing 3ERV: 16042 on 4 July
1987.
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-n,�Z I:,:, ytry,rcughout the area of interest (Kioeaei. et

i. 1t J, The synoptic report by 3ERV at 1800Z 11100

-:cll 5showed the following surface meteorological parame-

T r

8 octas total cover
True wind 010/18
Felative wind 50 deg port 25 kts
C,.I '3 1.210/",19

lii5.0 mb
21C Ta
16C Td
19C Tw
8 octas Sc

T die diretion of the ship track matches well with the

t wind direction and the analysis in fig. 12. Also

r n• r;track is located in an area of stratocumulus within

. riat•- which is repoted by the ship. The position of

F.e Brhip track in this image is 26.61N 119.54W, while the

[,~tln 'derived from 3ERV's synoptic reports is 26.57N

ii9.5.d. This difference in positions is approximately 3.39

nauti,-A! ,!Iles. The identity of 3ERV is the Merchant Vessel

This vessel is a general dry cargo ship that

- sJ direct drive oil engines for propulsion.

F. JKLQ

lh_ ship JKLQ was observed in an overpass of NOAA-1I at

±I.3Z 'c939 local) on 7 July 1987 (Fig. 14). Fig. 15 shows

.- r•_ Yal.v tonal flow is observed at upper-levels, while

ttj suletropical high maintains its position into Oregon and

.ai ozrr:.ia. Winds continue to be strong and out of the
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ncrthwest (Kloesel, et al.. 1966). The synoptic report by

KCL; a t i (110 (i local) showed the following surface

Pt eC-,• _-glc' Iparameters:

8 octas total cover
True wind 340/26
Relative wind 20 deg stbd 45 kts
C/S 300/21
1022.0 0mb
17C Ta
16C Td
16C Tw
6 octas Sc

Thle direction of the ship track matches well with the

iiatlve wind direction and the analysis in fig. 14. Also

e siptr~ck is located in an area of stratocumulus within

, may,, which is reported by the ship. The position of

tht ship track in this image is 30.11N 124.69W while the

,c.iti,:,n derived from JKLO's synoptic reports is 30.06N

.ý-t.tiW. This difference in positions is approximately 3.00

iIUItICai Miles. The identity of JKLO is the Merchant Vessel

P~chir!n Highway. a RORO cargo/vehicle carrier. This vessel

utilizes ilY .burning engines for propulsion.

G. 3EJI5

The sh;p, 3EJ15 was observed in three successive overpass-

*s. The first observation was in an overpass of NOAA-10 at

i6:•9Z (0=35 local. on 7 July 1987 Fig. 16). Fig. 17 shows

Lynopticaily. zonal flow is observed at upper-levels, while

the subtropical high maintains its position into Oregon and

30
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.±o1n•3. Winds continue to be strong and out of the

Sor.,e t ~(loesel. et al.. 1968). The synoptic report by

E'iST -at 1800Z (1100 local) showed the following surface

r, et-c•i •!o cal parameters:

6 octas total cover
True wind 030/5
Relative wind 10 deg port 50 kts
CIS 11i0/26
l0'26.0 mb
19C Ta
15C Td
18C Tw
6 octas Sc

.r.e direction of the ship track matches well with the

,-*_.•tjve winG direction and the analysis in fig. 16. Also

th��h uijiptrack is located in an area o± stratocumulus within

imaoe. which is reported by the ship. The position of

tr, - zhip track in this intage is 34.02N 134.41W while the

p.e-1t-Iron derived from 3EJ15's synoptic reports is 34.O0N

*.li. .. ,W. This difference in positions is approximately 3.79

:: 'ut ,-al ni ±Ies.

The second observation of 3EJI5 is in an overpass of

flOAP.-9 at 2237Z (1537 local) on 7 July 1987 (Figs. 18 and

!, ~. The synoptic report by 3EJ15 at 0000Z (1700 local)

:,-w.-.a the following surface meteorological parameters:
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Fig. 18. Channel 3 Imagery showing 3EJ15: 22372 on 7 July

1987.
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6 octas total cover
True wind 030/11
Relative wind 20 deg port 30 kts
C/S 110/26
1024.5 mb
21C Ta
18C Td
18C Tw
6 octas Sc

The direction of the ship track matches well with the

reiative wind direction and the analysis in fig. 18. Also

the shiptrack is located in an area of stratocumulus within

the image, which is reported by the ship. The position of

the ship track in this image is 33.10N 132.18W, while the

poQ;tionr derived from 3EJIS's synoptic reports is 33.11N

.W This difference in positions is approximately

. nautical miles.

The third observation of 3EJ15 is in an overpass of

NOAA-10 at 1617Z (0917 local) on 8 July 1987 (Fig. 20).

Fiq. 21 shows synoptically, the zonal upper-air flow contin-

ues, while the subtropical high intensified into Oregon and

Washington. The winds continue to be out of the north

throughout the area (Kloesel, et al.. 1988). The synoptic

leport by 3EJI5 at 180OZ (1100 local) showed the following

surface meteorological parameters:
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Fig. 20. Channel 3 Imagery showing 3EJ15: 1617Z 8 July
19'7.
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6 octas total cover
True wind 350/21
Relative wind 50 deg port 25 kts
C/S 110/25
1019.5 mb
20C Ta
16C Td
19C Tw
8 octas Sc

Tne direction of the ship track matches well with the

relative wind direction and the analysis in fig. 20. Also

the shiptrack is located in an area of stratocumulus within

the image, which is reported by the ship. The position of

thez? ship track in this image is 30.39N 125.11W, while the

pOcitiicon derived from 3EJ15's synoptic reports is 30.35N

i.L. 17W. This difference in positions is approximately 4.33

nautical miles. The identity of 3EJ15 has not yet been

determined from shipping databases.

H. JDXS

The ship JDXS was observed in an overpass of NOAA-10 at

]5t4Z (0834 local) on 10 July 1987 (Fig. 22). Fig. 23 shows

skynoptically. the upper level was oriented with a ridge

siong 140W and a trough along IISW. The surface pressure

,yradient weakened slightly as the subtropical high shifted

wo-tward. Winds continued to be moderate and out of the

nr.,zth. (Aloesel, et al., 1988). The synoptic report by JDXS

at 181002 1100 local) showed the following surface meteoro-

logical parameters:
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Fig. 22. Channel 3 Imagery showing JDXS: 1534Z 10 July
1987.
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8 octas total cover
True wind 000/20
Relative wind 25 deg stbd 35 kts
C/S 315/15
1014.2 mb
19C Ta
18C Td
No Tw reported
7 octas Sc

T;,e diiection of the ship track matches well with the

relative wind direction and the analysis in fig. 22. Also

the shiptrack is located in an area of stratocumulus within

the image. which is reported by the ship. The position of

the ship track in this image is 31.73N 124.59W, while the

C.osition derived from JDXS' synoptic reports is 31.77N

Z4.87W. This difference in positions is approximately

i.97 nautical miles. The identity of JDXS is the Merchant

Vessei Toyofuji 10, a RORO Car Carrier. This vessel uti-

lizes a diesel engine for its propulsion.

I. 3EFS5

The ship 3EFS5 was observed in an overpass of NOAA-9 at

2247Z (1647 local) on 10 July 1987 (Fig. 24). Fig. 25 shows

synoptically. the upper level was oriented with a ridge

l:onq 140W and a trough along 118W. The surface pressure

gradient weakened slightly as the subtropical high shifted

westward.
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Fig. 24. Channel 3 Imagery showing 3EFS5: 23'47"2 on 10' July
1987.
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Fig. 25. 11 July 1987 OOZ NGM Analyais: 500 umb heights
(tcop) and surface pressure/1000-500 mb thickness
(bottom.)
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Wind!i continued to be moderate and out of the north (Kloe-

•el, et al., 1988). The synoptic report by 3EFS5 at 0000Z

;17041 local) showed the following surface meteorological

parameters:

8 octas total cover
True wind 050/9
Relative wind 10 deg port 35 kts
C/S 100/28
1025.6 mb
15C Ta
13C Td
14C Tw
7 octas Sc

The direction of the ship track matches well with the

teiative wind direction and the analysis in fig. 24. Also

trry srnptrack is located in an area of stratocumulus within

the image, which is reported by the ship. The position of

the ship track in this image is 44.17N 146.14W, while the

pc stion derived from 3EFS5's synoptic reports is 44.12N

146.20W. This difference in positions is approximately 4.69

nautical miles. The identity of 3EFS5 has yet to be deter-

mined from shipping databases.

J. ELFZ8

The ship ELF28 was observed in an overpass of NOAA-9 at

_35:Z k16'5 local) on 11 July 1967 (Fig. 26). Fig. 27 shows

•yznoptically, the upper level ridge began to move eastward.

At the surface, the subtropical high remained stationary

while the inland thermal low began to dissipate. This

further reduced the offshore pressure gradient, with winds
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Fig. 26. Channel 3 Imagery showing ELFZ8: 2335Z on 11 July
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iqrnt to moderate out of the northwest (Kloesel, et al.,

The synoptic report by ELFZ8 at 0000Z (1700 lcca1)

snowed the followinq surface meteorological parameters:

6 octas total cover
True wind 340/18
Relative wind 30 deg stbd 40 kts
C/S 295/21
1028.0 mb
18C Ta
15C Td
No Tw reported
8 octas Sc

The direction of the ship track matches well with the

ýelative wind direction and the analysis in fig. 26. Also

trEe aniptrack is located in an area of stratocumulus within

te •rmage, which is reported by the ship. The position of

tN& ship track in this image is 38.76N 140.48W, while the

pc~l±tlon derived from ELFZ8's synoptic reports is 38.67N

1410.44W. This difference in positions is approximately 5.91

nautical miles. The identity of ELFZ8 is the Merchant

-,sei Nosac Skaukar, a RORO car carrrier. This vessel

utilizez diesel engines for propulsion.

K. JKES

Tne ship JKES was observed in an overpass of NOAA-9 at

.. Z:: <Ic.5 local) on 11 July 1987 (Fig. 28). The synoptic

satuat..c• is discussed in section I and is shown in fig. 27.
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The synoptic report by JKES at OOOOZ (1700 local) showed the

iollowing surface meteorological parameters:

8 octas total cover
True wind 280/7
Relative wind 0 deg 35 kts
C/S 280/28
1028.2 mb
18C Ta
16C Td
15C Tw
No low cloud code reported

The direction of the ship track matches well with the

reiative wind direction and the analysis in fig. 28. The

os~ition of the ship track in this image is 40.34N 141.94W,

wh:le the position derived from JKES' synoptic reports is

4C.•7N 141.9!W. This difference in positions is approxi-

iately 4.57 nautical miles. The identity of JKES is the

Meichant Vessel Mackinac Bridge. This vessel's type and

prropuision are yet unidentified.

L. 3FOC

The ship 3FOC was observed in an overpass of NOAA-9 at

3•5Z ,?1625 local) on 11 July 1987 (Fig 29). The synoptic

situation is discussed in section j and is shown in fig. 27.
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Fig. 29. Channel 3 Imagery showing 3F0C: 2,3-35Z on 11 July
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Tne synoptic report by 3FOC at 0000Z (1700 local) showed the

following surface meteorological parameters:

8 octas total cover
True wind 200/3
Relative wind 5 deg stbd 30 kts
C/S 105/25
1027.0 mb
16C Ta
16C Td
16C Tw
8 octas St

The direction of the ship track matches well with the

.elative wind direction and the analysis in fig. 29. Also

iie hsiptrack is located in an area of stratus within the

image, which is reported by the ship. The position of the

cti. track in this image is 41.48N 140.47W, while the

pr-L-tion derived from 3FOC's synoptic reports is 41.33N

i4'.297W. This dkfference in positions is approximately

i1.62, nautical miles. The identity of 3FOC is the Merchant

- ý.'ei Appolo Peak. a general dry cargo ship. This vessel

utilizes direct drive oil burning engines for propulsion.

M. 9VOQ

The ship 9VO0 was observed in an overpass of NOAA-9 at

-- '1625 local) on 11 July 1987 (Fig. 30). The synoptic

si.uation is discussed in section j and is shown in fig. 27.
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The synoptic report by 9VOQ at OOOOZ (1700 local) showed the

followiriq surface meteorological parameters:

8 octas total cover
True wind 320/17
Relative wind 30 deg port 20 kts
C/S 110/28
1028.7 mb
19C Ta
17C Td
No Tw reported
3 octas Sc

The direction of the ship track matches well with the

relative wind direction and the analysis in fig. 30. Also

the $hiptrack is located in an area of stratocumulus within

tr.- t image. which is reported by the ship. The position of

trie ship track in this image is 41.39N 134.37W, while the

p-osition derive from 9VOQ's synoptic reports is 41.37N

. This difference in positions is approximately 1.34

ulutical miles. The identity of 9VOQ is the Merchant Vessel

Neptune Garnet, a container ship. This vessel utilizes

direct drive oil burning engines for propulsion.

N. ELHB9

The ship ELHB9 was observed in two successive overpasses.

The first observation was in an overpass of NOAA-10 at 1609Z

-'. local' on 12 July 1987 (Fig. 31). Fig. 32 shows

synoptically, the upper level ridge has moved eastward over

the Pacific Northwest. While at the surface the subtropical

hj1.qh haI moved northwestward and the inland thermal low

strengthened somewhat. Winds have increased and are still

,-ut. cf the northwest (Kloesel, et al., 1988). The synoptic
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Fig. 31. Channel 3 Imagery showing ELHB9: 16092 on 13 July

1987.
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lepo:rt Lk ELHB9 at 1860Z (1100 local) showed the following

&uriace meteorological parameters:

8 octas total cover
True wind 300/7
Relative wind 5 deg stbd 35 kts
S/C 290/25
1016.7 mb
16C Ta
14C Td
16C Tw
8 octas Sc

The direction of the ship track matches well with the

relative wind direction and the analysis in fig. 31. Also

the shiptrack is located in an area of stratocumulus within

the ,joaqe, which is reported by the ship. The position of

the o-f.ip trazk in this image is 35.28N 123.43W, while the

pos-ition derived from ELHB9's synoptic reports is 35.14N

.1-.-W. This difference in positions is approximately 8.92

riautical miles.

The ne:xt observation of ELHB9 is in an overpass of NOAA-9

dt .3032 (1603 local) on 14 July 1987 (Fig. 32). Fig. 33

zno.wz. synoptically, the upper level ridge continues to move

inland. At the surface, the subtropical high strengthens

and moves eastward while the inland thermal low also in-

cre.3es in intensity. This coupling increases winds over

the -:rea of interest (Kloesel, et al., 1988). The synoptic

report by ELHP9 at O@00Z (1700 local) showed the following

.uLzace meteorological parameters:
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Fig. 32. Channel 3 Imagery showing ELHBS: 2303Z on 14 July
1987.
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6 octas total cover
True wind 030/25
Relative wind 50 deg stbd 30 kts
C/S 260/25
1025 r mb
17C Ta
14C Td
18C Tw
6 octas Sc

.ri direction oi the snip track matches well with the

r~edti'e wind direction and the analysis in fig. 32. Also

tje shiptrack is located in an area of stratocumulus within

tho image, which is reported by the ship. The position of

th• ship track in this image is 38.71N 136.08W, while the

•~itin derived from ELHB9's synoptic reports is 38.73N

:3%.912. This difference in positions is approximately

,::.2T nIautical miles. The identity of ELHB9 is the Merchant

•!es~el Neptune Agate. a container ship. This vessel uti-

i diesel engines for propulsion.
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IV. ANALYSIS

Thirteen case studies were presented with discussions of

•rio~tic patterns as well as local surface conditions.

"•ŽLi±e I suruniarizes this data, and also includes propulsion

type and ship to snip track separation information. Also by

v the relation between relative wind and distance

e-tween ship and ship track (fig. 38), factors involved in

cenenration of ship tracks should be able to be postulated.

ix aavectic,n of the CCN's was the driving force a positive

ziLatcon between relative wind and ship to ship track sepa-

ration would be shown (dashed line in fig. 34). Conversely.

it the momentum kturbulence) wake astern of the ship were an

[rIt.crtant factor a negative relation should exist (solid

iri _n in ±iq. 34). Fig. 34 shows that neither of these

L'u-itions clearly exist, and suggests that ship track

,[-n.~raticn is a complicated process that involves more than

t itwo techniques alone. In addition, the steam and oil

n -• .tjiC propelled ships had a smaller separation distance

_"an lid the diesel platforms (4.81 and 4.64 nm vice 11.66

rip. . ii rpossible hypothesis for this situation is that the

,lume dynamics and CCN concentrations are different for each

L, rc.r'ui-ion class.
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Fig. 34. Relative Wind versus Separation of ship from ship
track: dashed lirie--advection e±fect

solid line--turbulent wake effect
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3urf5,:e meteorological parameters were found to be the

• oi~owlnc composite:

7.9 octas total cover (6 - 8 octae)
True wind 13.5 kts (3 - 26 kts)
Relative wind 29 kts (0 - 50 kts)
1021.1 mb (1014.8 - 1027.2 mb)
18.9C Ta (21C - 13C)
17.6C Td (16C - 12C)
16.2C Tw (21C - 12C)
.6C Ta-Tw (-4C - 4C)
7.6 octas St/Sc (3 - 8 octas)

Un the average, the ship track environment is characterized

Li,igh humidity, cool temperatures, low broken to overcast

zi moderate wind, oceanic temperatures near the air

to, peiature, and all located within a high pressure environ-

Io,,t. This characteristic environment is not extraordinary

hen *comnpared with climatological conditions during July in

th.e north Pacific (Fett, et. al., 1979; Kloesel, et.

a i . . 9 6 ..

ts mentioned in an earlier section, the area of greatest

errois are in the specific measurements of air temperature,

dewpcint, and sea surface temperature. Although, scientifi-

c~ii- these errors can be significant, the data still por-

tray a general picture of the composite ship track environ-

n~ent. !Ilsc, with only thirteen cases which occur throughout

the naacoritv of the eastern Pacific basin (24N-46N and 117W-

14•,.J statistics are not reliable. A statistical separation

ioe• not seem to exist between the composite ship track
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1-1v cent and the typical July eastern Pacific environ-

.ient. .ncertainties in the data not withstanding, this

ý-1sult is consistent with the ubiquitous nature of observed

s;1• tracks in the eastern North Pacific.
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V, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Tne purpose of this thesis was to confirm ship and ship

tr-•'zL coexistence as well as to identify their surface

net e r -Iq.cal parameters. Thirteen case studies were

Ire rtea -;ith discussions of synoptic patterns as well as

Lcx•zai .uriace conditions. The primary result is that thir-

teen different ships were conclusively identified as origins

Sob--irved ship tracks.

N,:. cieir generation mechanism was seen in a comparison of

t ..--ind and ship to ship track separation. This would

'z~cnue that the generation of ship tracks is a complicated

C,-, that involves many factors. Although, in this

,l-s >CiS steam and oil propulsion plants showed a smaller

, . niIn and 4.64 nm) separation of ship to ship track than

dio diesel power plants (11.66 nm).

The general composite of the ship track environment does

: s.t z;o w significant departures from normal conditions in

te *-aatern Pacific basin during July. This is consistent

with the fact that observed ship tracks are numerous in the

or.o ,ur ng July.

Future research into the ship track environment will take

numerous avenues. Some priority areas should be:
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-- Ship track radiative characteristics and appearance

vo: us Ehip type. Thia research should continue to enhance

the d.tabase and enable real time classification from image-

r "

-- Craft of Opportunity (COO), should be employed to

.. 1thlr define the environment in which ship tracks develop.

Tr,:.teen ships have been identified in this thesis as

"cne~rat-or". efforts should be made to ride these ships

triruTh fdvcorable environments (the Keystone Canyon makes

S..*. w,)-ag.s between Valdez, AK and the Panama Canal) and accu-

tr�oi�. reasuze surface meteorological parameters to include

*:: ztiaperature, dewpoint, surface pressure, sea surface

t.'!nq-, ratu-re, ten meter winds, and any others deemed relevant

L7' future research. Also. since it is not well documented,

* uiJes of the turbulent boundary layer astern of the ship,

cand the characteristics of the exhaust plume would be criti-

*::•i. Exact (Global Position Satellites) position informa-

tion wýuld be important to the study of separation of ship

I:cn' ..p track

-- Snips, in the vicinity of ship tracks and else-

, - which do not make ship tracks should be studied.

t-on-innina with an overview of the surface meteorological

parameters, and eventually integrating with COO investiga-

ti'nC. cD:O measurements can be made when there is no appar-
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11nt ahip track in a satellite overpass. Then a scientiii-

~il 3accurate comparison can be accomplished between the

,, track and no-ship track environments.

Z[Nip tracis have now been positively associated with their

,*neratinq platforms. A significant foundation is in place

,:,r ititure research into ship track genesis.
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